Putting on Panties, Shorts, Pajama
Bottoms, Slacks, etc.
While sitting, hold the two parts of SLIP-ON®,
one in each hand, and engage the hook
end with the inside of the waistband of the
apparel. Lower the apparel to the floor and
pull it over the feet and up both legs until it
can be reached by the hands and pulled
into the desired position.
If the waistband has an opening, as in slacks,
close it before beginning and reopen before
pulling over the hips.
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Stockings–Socks • Shorts
Panties–Undershorts
Pajama Bottoms • Slacks
Can also be used to remove shoes.

INSTRUCTIONS
Engage the gear-like teeth to make SLIP-ON®
operable. As shown in Figure 1, hold
SLIP-ON® in one hand and insert
the hook ends inside the
top opening of stocking.
Hold SLIP-ON® in the
left hand if you are
putting the stocking
on the left foot; in the
right hand for the right
foot. Squeeze to spread
Geer Teeth
wide enough to firmly
hold the stocking, with the heel hanging
down.

As shown in Figure 3, keep the hook ends
engaged with the stocking and separate
the two parts of SLIP-ON®, holding one in
each hand. Pull the stocking over the heel
and up the leg to the point where it can
be reached by hand and adjusted to the
desired position.
Caution: When using with sheer stockings
engage hook ends with reinforced top band
to avoid rupturing the sheer knit.
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As shown in Figure 2, continue squeezing
to spread the stocking top wide enough to
slip over the toes and pull it back toward
the heel. Inching the foot along the floor
while pulling is helpful.
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Removing the Shoe
Engage the notch end of one of the parts
of SLIP-ON® with the counter of the shoe
and push down—at the same time raise
the heel slightly and the shoe comes off
easily. Little pressure is required, especially
with slip-on shoes.
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